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Forest life in Canada West - Early Canadiana Online When Roughing It in the Bush was published in 1852, it created an international sensation, not only for Susanna Moodie's glowing narrative of personal experiences. Roughing It in the Bush - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: From Susanna Moodie: Roughing It in the Bush; Or, Life in Canada. Roughing It in the Bush, or Forest Life in Canada. - Amazon.ca Roughing It in the Bush, or Forest Life in Canada - Primary Source Edition. This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. ABAKA Roughing It in the Bush, or Forest Life in Canada by Moodie. Roughing It in the Bush: or, Forest Life in Canada [Hardcover]. Roughing It in the Bush: or, Forest Life in Canada [Classic Reprint].


